In this paper, we explore optimizations to run Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models locally on mobile devices. RNN models are widely used for Natural Language Processing, Machine translation, and other tasks. However, existing mobile applications that use RNN models do so on the cloud. To address privacy and efficiency concerns, we show how RNN models can be run locally on mobile devices. Existing work on porting deep learning models to mobile devices focus on Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) and cannot be applied directly to RNN models. In response, we present MobiRNN, a mobile-specific optimization framework that implements GPU offloading specifically for mobile GPUs. Evaluations using an RNN model for activity recognition shows that MobiRNN does significantly decrease the latency of running RNN models on phones.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud-based deep learning solutions support many mobile applications. The cloud-based applications collect data from the phone, ship it to the cloud, and then apply deep learning models on the cloud. By sending all the data to the cloud, privacy is affected significantly, especially when the data can be used to infer sensitive information such as medical conditions. Cloud connectivity also may not always be available and is often unreliable.
Due to privacy and reliability concerns, many have explored optimizations for running deep learning models locally on the phone, focusing mostly on applications built on convoluted neural networks (CNNs) [6, [9] [10] [11] [12] 17] . In this work we investigate optimizations for applications built on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), a type of deep learning solution common in Natural Language Processing (e.g., Machine Translation) and Human activity recognition.
Porting RNNs to small form factor devices such as smartphones is a relatively under-studied problem and there are no good solutions. First, existing CNN optimizations are not directly useful for RNNs. The sequential nature of RNNs introduces dependencies that limit the amount of extreme parallelizations. Second, existing RNN optimizations that perform GPU offloading [5] are designed for the desktop GPU and do not work well for mobile GPU. Mobile GPUs Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
EMDL ' have fewer GPU cores and a limited integrated memory which limit the benefits of existing offloading techniques.
In response we develop MobiRNN, a mobile specific optimization for RNNs that focusses on offloading deep learning tasks to the mobile GPU. Our approach to offloading is to use a mobile-specific parallelization framework RenderScript [3] . At its core, Render-Script offers a way to define computation in terms of some custom data structures. These data structures are parallelized automatically by the RenderScript across the available cores on the GPU. The developer does not make any parallelization decision.
We evaluate our implementation for the activity recognition task. We use an RNN model that is trained to predict activities based on sensor inputs. The goal of our evaluation is to study the effectiveness of offloading the RNN model to the GPU. Our main result is that MobiRNN improves the time to run RNN models by over 4 times; in contrast GPU offloading techniques designed for desktop GPUs degrades performance by about 4 times. We also find that (1) the speed ups we get with GPU offloading depends on the mobile device type and model complexity, (ii) running a multi-threaded RNN on the CPU gets at least 70% of the performance benefits that one can get leveraging the GPU, and (iii) an overloaded GPU (a common occurrence in mobile devices since GPU is used for rendering and other tasks) significantly reduces the speed up from GPU offloading.
We open sourced the MobiRNN library for researcher's further interest and evaluation. The source code is available at https://github. com/csarron/MobiRNN-EMDL17.
BACKGROUND
Our goal is to study how Recurrent neural networks can be optimized for mobile devices. Much of what is known about mobile device optimizations for deep neural networks exists for Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and general feed forward deep neural networks (DNNs). In this section, we introduce Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models, a widely-used form of Recurrent neural networks and point out the deficiencies in existing optimizations and the gaps in our understanding.
Recurrent Neural Networks
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models, a form of Recurrent neural networks, are highly effective for prediction problems defined over sequential data. As sequential data is fed in, for each time step the models consume one unit of input and make a prediction decision based on both the current input unit and the inputs seen thus far. A key requirement therefore is to remember some information about the past. Often the current decision will depend only on the recent past. For example, in activity recognition, if in the previous steps the user was driving, then it is quite likely that the user is still driving. Sometimes a current decision may depend on an event that happened much earlier in the past, an issue referred to as the long-term dependency problem. Other times the current decision might simply involve erasing what happened in the past as if the sequence is beginning anew.
LSTMs offer two relevant mechanisms that work together to process input sequence, one symbol at a time. First it provides a memory (cell state), typically a single real-valued vector that maintains state over time. Second it provides various gates (input, forget, and output) that control how this memory is accessed and modified using information in the current input and what is in the memory already. For example, the input gate controls how much the input data can enter the cell while the forget gate decides how should the cell dispose history information and the output gate determines what to let through. Although there are many variants [7] of LSTM model, we focus on the basic LSTM model [18] . Figure 1 shows the dependencies among the cells as well as the input and output to each cell. Each cell is represented as a rectangle in the figure, and their corresponding inputs and outputs are shown. The input to a cell in layer i at time t is represented as
x is a vector. Each cell also gets input from an earlier cell, represented by vectors c and h. c represents the cell state and h represents the hidden state. Both of these inputs are generated by a previous cell. For instance, the input to a cell at (layer i + 1, time t + 1) in terms of the cell state, hidden variables, and input x is the output for both a cell at (layer i, time t + 1), and at (layer i + 1, time t). At each time step, the LSTM computes memory updates, and decisions based on the current memory. The computations are realized through matrix multiplications, simple vector additions and a set of non-linear transformations.
The key difference of the LSTM models with respect to the CNNs or other deep neural networks is that the input is processed sequentially which limits parallelization. As with most deep learning based models the computation involves static pre-learned weight matrices (and biases) and dynamic values (vectors) obtained either from input or from previous computations. However, many computations have a sequential dependency and cannot be fully parallelized unlike models where the entire input is presented at once. 
Existing work on deep learning on mobile devices
DNN and CNN optimizations for mobile devices focus mostly on compression (reduction model size) and decomposition (parallelizing model computations). Lane et al. pioneered running DNN and CNN on mobile devices [6, 12, 13] . DeepEar [13] demonstrated the possibility of applying DNNs to audio sensing area on low-power mobile DSPs. DeepX [12] then enabled the execution of DNN and CNN on mobile devices through runtime layer compression and deep architecture decomposition. Later, SparseSep [6] further improved the deep model execution using a layer compression compiler and adopted sparse inference runtime and convolution separation runtime. Because the CNN and DNN models often tend to be large, these compression and decomposition optimizations work especially well. However, for LSTMs that have relatively smaller model sizes, these optimizations are not necessarily effective.
Mobile GPUs provide another optimization avenue. Deep-Sense [10] and CNNDroid [14] both showed a mobile GPU can be used to improve the CNN/DNN execution time. For example, in CNNDroid, they reported more than 10-fold speedup for AlexNet model on CIFAR-10 dataset. However, it remains to be seen if the benefits will carryover for LSTMs given the differences in computational dependencies due to their serial architecture. Further, unlike the non-mobile setting, GPUs in the mobile devices are used for other critical applications such as rendering the main UI. It is not clear how much benefit can be squeezed out of the mobile GPU without adversely affecting user experience.
More recent works on RNN(LSTM) optimizations using GPUs [5] focus on desktop GPUs. But as we describe in the next section, the structure of the desktop GPU is different from the mobile GPU, making it more challenging to port GPU offloading techniques on desktops to mobile devices.
MOBIRNN
In this work, we dig deep into one optimization technique for neural networks: that of offloading to the GPUs. Inherent dependencies between the cells limit the possibility for the kinds of extreme parallelization that are possible in CNNs. However, there is significant scope for parallelizing operations within each cell. This type of within cell parallelization using a CUDA GPU programming framework has shown performance improvements in desktop CPU settings [5] . In this work we show that for the Mobile GPU setting directly applying a CUDA-like model is ineffective and actually deteriorates performance. Here we first describe a direct application of the desktop CUDA model and point out its issues. We then describe our mobile device specific GPU offloading model for RNNs (MobiRNN).
CUDA-based GPU Offloading
The CUDA programming model used in a desktop GPU provides a way to specify how to break down a large unit of computation into smaller work units that then get executed on the GPU [1] . Work units are executed in parallel one in each of the available cores in the GPU. If there are more work units than cores then the units wait until one of the cores becomes available. Figure 2b illustrates this for computations that are part of a single gate operation -a 32 dimension input vector multiplied with a (32 x 120) weight matrix. One factorization of this operation is to break this down into a set of 120 vector products, where the input vector multiplied with each of the 120 columns in the matrix. These 120 work units are scheduled twelve at a time leading to 120 function calls to the GPU.
This type of optimization is ill-suited for mobile GPUs especially when the factorization is not designed carefully. Mobile GPUs have fewer cores and have a shared memory unlike the desktop GPUs. This reduced memory forces a factorization of the work into many small work units. However, this fine-grained factorization incurs a scheduling cost. There is a non-negligible overhead for each work unit, which can quickly add up erasing any gains to be had from parallel execution. described for desktop GPUs [5] . Details of the LSTM model and the evaluation set up is described later (in §4). Rather than improving performance, offloading to the GPU made the model run up to 4 times slower compared to running the model on the CPU. 
MobiRNN GPU Offloading
Our approach to offloading is to use a mobile-specific parallelization framework rather than custom-design work units. We use RenderScipt [3] a high performance language framework that parallelizes work across all processors available on a device, including CPUs and GPUs. At its core, RenderScript offers a way to define computation in terms of some custom data structures designed for data parallel operations, which are then automatically broken down into work units that get executed in the GPU. In this model, the developer makes no factorization decisions. Figure 2c illustrates a type of breakdown that is possible with RenderScript where the vector products are packed into a smaller number of work units -12 work units that compute ten vector products each -thereby reducing the overhead associated with scheduling.
Further, we also optimize memory allocations for variables using RenderScript primitives that allow for reuse of previously allotted memory, thereby reducing unnecessary and frequent on-demand memory allocation. For example, since the dimension of the cell state(c) and hidden state(h) matrix is known as the model is fixed, they can be preallocated. In Figure 1 , the maximum parallelization is 3, thus only 6(2*3) matrices are preallocated instead of allocating 24(2*3*4), as one cell finishes calculation, the c and h memory are reused.
Other Optimizations for MobiRNN
Divergence statements (if, switch etc) hurt performance in streaming processors like GPU, since they force splits in computation and induce serialization. We carefully architect our code to avoid divergence statements in GPU execution. We also use known optimizations like combining inputs and weights, fuse point-wise operations (these two are also suitable for desktop GPUs).
Other common optimizations like weights quantization, matrix decomposition and tiling matrix multiplication are not implemented in MobiRNN since they are not our focus. The optimization can be further improved by leveraging hardware features such as using linear algebra library(OpenBlas/Eigen) for matrix operations. Similarly, tilling matrix multiplication used commonly in CUDA-based GEMM can also further improve the performance of MobiRNN.
RNNS ON MOBILE DEVICES
The goal of our evaluation is to study the effectiveness of offloading deep learning models to the GPU. Different from previous works that focus on Convolutional Neural Networks, our work focuses on Recurrent Neural Network models (in the form of LSTMs). We study the effect of offloading the models to the GPU on mobile devices. Our system MobiRNN uses a set of optimization techniques that are well suited for RNNs and for mobile GPU architecture. We implement MobiRNN on Android.
Our main findings are that (i) leveraging the GPU for running RNN models does provide speed ups over running the models on the CPU, but the speed up depends on the mobile device and the model complexity, (ii) running a multi-threaded RNN model on a CPU gets at least 70.5% of the performance benefits that one can get leveraging the GPU, and (iii) an overloaded GPU (a common occurrence in mobile devices since GPU is used for rendering and other tasks) significantly affects performance.
Experimental setup and methodology
We experiment with an LSTM model that is used for activity recognition [8] . The stacked LSTM model is trained on the smartphone sensor dataset [4] which has 7352 training and 2947 test sets. For each set, there are 128 readings with 9 dimensions correspond-ing to the different sensor data. The label data categories each set into one of size activities. The trained model can be used to predict the activity time based on the input sensor data. We test the model on the mobile device, and train the model on a server. Training is performed using the TensorFlow [16] deep learning framework. The model has two parameters that can be tuned: the number of layers and the number of hidden units. In the default case, we configure the model with 2 layers and 32 hidden units.
The experiments include running the LSTM model on a randomly selected 100 test cases. The experiments are performed on one Nexus 5 running Android version 6.0.1, and one Nexus 6p running Android 7.1. Figure 4 shows that MobiRNN uses techniques well-suited for mobile GPUs, and as a result, the model runs at least 3.93 times faster on the GPU compared to the CPU. In terms of absolute values, in one case on Nexus 5, the CPU-based classification took 142ms versus 29ms on the GPU. Recall from Figure 3 that porting the RNN model to the GPU using CUDA-like techniques performed worse since it was not well-suited for the more constrained mobile GPU.
Running LSTM models on the CPU versus GPU
However, speed up depends on the phone model. The newer Nexus 6P phones are equipped with a Octa-core CPU (twice the cores of Nexus 5) and higher memory bandwidth (25.6 GB/s, twice of Nexus 5). Therefore, running the RNN model on the CPU is faster on the Nexus 6P phone compared to Nexus 5. However, the performance of the RNN model on the GPU are comparable on the two phones. The result is that the speed up we get from running the model on the GPU is 3.93 compared to the 2.83 speed up we get on the newer Nexus 6P phones. Figure 5 shows the effect of increasing the model complexity. The model complexity can be increased by either increasing the number of hidden units or the number of layers ( §2). On the Nexus 5 phone we increased the number of hidden units from 32 to 256 (the corresponding parameters increase from seventeen thousand to 1 million) and increased the number layers from 1 to 3. Figure 5 shows the speed up when running the model on GPU using MobiRNN compared to running it on the CPU. As the model complexity increases, the speed up using the GPU increases initially. This is to be expected, since for more complex models, parallelization helps even more.
Effect of increasing model complexity
However, when the model complexity increases due to number of hidden units rather than the number of layers, the speed up due to the use of GPU saturates. Increasing number of hidden layers increases the model size, resulting in the mobile device takes longer to load the parameters. In this case, the memory bandwidth is the bottleneck, decreasing the utility of parallelization. For example, the LSTM model with 2 layer and 128 hidden units has 263000 parameters, which is four times that of the LSTM model with 2 layer and 64 hidden units. 
Multithreading comparison
Most of the performance benefit from leveraging the GPU comes from parallelization. We evaluate an alternate design point: that of running a multi-threaded LSTM model on the CPU. Porting the LSTM to a multi-threaded CPU is straightforward: when the GPU driver of RenderScript runtime is disabled on the mobile device, the MobiRNN GPU implementation simply runs on the CPU using multiple threads. Figure 6 shows the speed up when running the LSTM model on the GPU and running the multi-threaded LSTM model on the CPU, for increasing model complexity. These results were obtained on the Nexus 5 phone. Multithreading does speed up performance considerably even when the model is run on the CPU. For one case in the baseline, single thread CPU time is 142ms on average. However, the GPU gives an average of 32% speed up over the multithreaded version across the models.
The single threaded CPU version is a stand alone script that does not use RenderScript, whereas both the GPU and the multi-threaded versions use the RenderScript. Part of the speedup over the single threaded version is also because of the efficiency of RenderScript.
We expect that multithreading on the CPU will provide even more benefits on the newer Nexus 6P phone, since the CPU on this newer phone is more powerful. This result shows that the offloading to GPU may not always be the best solution for improving the performance of deep learning models, and other design points need to be explored. 
Performance of various GPU utilizations
Unlike dedicated GPU engines, the Android GPU is designed to perform a number of tasks. For example, on Android 3.0 [2] and above, screen rendering is performed on the GPU since it supports hardware acceleration. If the GPU is overloaded, then offloading deep learning tasks to the GPU may likely affect performance considerably.
To this end, we evaluated MobiRNN under different GPU load on the Nexus 6P phone. We perform these experiments under three GPU loads: low utilization (<30%), medium (30∼50%) and high(>70%) load. To obtain the GPU utilization, we use ADB scripts, but for GPUs such as Adreno, the GPU utilization can be obtained using APIs [15] . Figure 7 shows that the latency of the LSTM model correlates with the load on the GPU; as the GPU is more loaded, it takes longer for the LSTM model to run on the CPU. GPU load is correlated with the time it takes to run the LSTM model. As the load on the GPU increases, the time it takes to run the model also increases. For comparison, we show the time taken to run the same LSTM models on the CPU. For fairness in comparison, we perform these experiments under similar low/medium/high CPU loads. We find that under low and medium loads, running the LSTM model on the GPU reduces latencies; however, under both high GPU and high CPU load it is better to run the RNN on the CPU rather than the GPU. This result suggests that MobiRNN should take into account GPU utilization before offloading tasks to the GPU.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we show how GPU offloading can be used to optimize Recurrent Neural Network models on mobile devices. Porting GPU offloading techniques designed for desktop GPUs as-is to mobile devices performs poorly because the mobile GPUs are much more constrained. Instead, we design a set of mobile-specific techniques for GPU offloading on mobile devices that we call MobiRNN. Our evaluations show that MobiRNN does significantly reduce the time to run RNN models on mobile devices. However, the speed up due to GPU offloading depends on the mobile device type, model complexity, and the load on the GPU.
